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Abstract: Precision of manufactured object is the main goal for all engineers in modern times. The times
of massive structures with high weight and displacement have passed. We are developing now our
research in order to define new type of structures with controlled deformations with values easy to
predict and therefore to correct with the clear purpose to get the „ideal” manufactured product. The
paper is analyzing welded and molded structures willing to determine advantages and disadvantages of
using them for frames in projecting, producing and exploitation of tool machinery.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The classic idea about increasing the rigidity
of the structure with the purpose to obtain
higher precision in the process of
manufacturing is to over dimension the
structure obtaining as a result minimum
deformations and low amplitude vibrations.
Having harder structure has as a consequence
the increase of the quantity of the material used
to build the structure, increase of total weight
and significant higher costs. In the modern
industrial era this point of view is not accepted
anymore due especially to the great
achievements that the computer zone and
artificial intelligence have suffered.
Our alternative is taking in consideration
that it is not anymore inconvenient the fact the
bedframe is changing itself as dimension and
basic shape due to the stress produced by the
forces and moments that are acting in the
manufacturing process, with the basic
restriction that the information about the
behavior of the structure is transmitted to us in
real time (by real time understanding the time
interval short enough between the process of
deformation took part and the final movement
of the cutting tool that ensures the right

precision to the manufactured surface) and
allows corrective actions in idea to compensate
the displacements of the structure giving as
final result the desired precision of
manufacturing.
2. ABOUT THE PROBLEM
Reaching the maximum manufacturing
precision means almost zero errors in
dimensions and shape and it is strictly related to
the fact that the command system of the tool
machinery has to get in real time the
information about the values of the
displacement in the cross section of the
structure when the cutting tool is acting,
information
unavailable
by
direct
measurements or correlations, practical
impossible to be calculated by a normal
difficulty equation. In theory the things are
looking to be easy and very clear, but when we
are trying to transfer the theory in tool
machinery practical engineering, having to deal
with complex or irregular shapes and irregular
section, all combined with high complexity of
the structure to obtain accurate results for the
deformations becomes a serious problem and
complicated procedure to follow [1].
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What is the true value of deformation is the
cross section of the bedframe where the cutting
tool is acting and how can be this value
determined is our main issue that we are trying
to offer an answer for. Solving the problem is
not possible using material resistance classic
methods, so we need to make use of innovative
thinking with multiple non-determined
variables put all together in one system of
equations that can reply mathematically the real
process.
An example for applying the classic methods
for the turning machine are presented in figure
1.

indetermination can’t offer us the values for
eight unknown parameters. The only solution is
that we will use two complementary equations.
With old well-known methods of resistance
material, it’s almost impossible to determinate
those two equations. We will try to get the
compulsory two equations out from a particular
shape of the structure and from the
manufacturing process characteristics fact that
leads us to the final results.
3.1 Improving the classic solution
Improving the classic solutions in this point
it is very clear that we can’t write any
supplementary equations with the probability of
100 % being sure but we only can add a few
equations coming from the real conditions in
the manufacturing process fact that conduct the
solution to a probability to be sure. In fact, if
we are adding two of those equations we will
need a third one to use it in order to confirm or
not our expectances (equations coming from
manufacturing process experience) [6], [7], [8],
[8].
The whole process can be described now
like an algorithm in conclusion we can
determine a logic process that is happenning as
in figure 2.

Fig. 1. Classic methods for calculating forces

For this, particular, example, we can use the
classic equations of equilibrium, along the three
axes of the triple orthogonal reference system,
for forces and for the torques three equations of
equilibrium around the axes. Those six
equations
resulting
are
completely
nonsufficient, the number of un-known
parameters being in total at least eight so the
double undetermined system must be solved
[2], [3], [4], [5].
3. CLASIC SOLUTION
The value of the cutting forces is resulting
from the technological process, the reaction
forces and the friction forces we will calculate
them in the right position of the pressure center
and finally we can deduct the equations.
In this point it becomes very clear that the
six-equation system available with double

Fig. 2. Logical process
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The problem is solved in this point only if
the third equation fulfills the conditions of the
other two, if not we must initiate the process
again, changing a little bit the first two
equations and repeating the procedure (the
classic procedure of successive iterations).
4. NEW MWTHODS
Results can be obtained or not using this
logic but not in real time, everything depending
on the inspiration of choosing the
supplementary equations, real time meaning
fast enough to establish a value that can
generate the compensation movement of the
tool [3], [7], [10].
The finite element method, stays the last
chance to close the problem but to use it is
another discussion, the method being fitted to
calculate structures that are let say more
“static”, or in our situation we need almost
instantly calculation and then instantly
feedback reaction for corrective measures from
the machine, things that are not possible basic
because of two problems:
1. The method requires a complex enough
software (with complete algorithms) and a very
strong computer being able to apply the method
in real time (time enough for the machine to
take the result and make the correction);
2. The mechanical systems on the machine
are not fast enough to do the correction in real
time, most of them, classic used, being too
slow.

For example, for the structure mentioned
above the finite element method will show in
figure 3 [11], [12].
Finite element method It is impossible to run
a software with the finite element method in
real time, and wishing to obtain some
advantages from the excellent precision that the
finite element method is offering results being
shown in Figure 4 [11], [13], [14].

Fig. 4. Finite element method

The steps needed to fulfill to solve the
problem and to get the accurate value of
displacement are:
A. Modelling the real bedframe with the use
of the elements available in the library of
the finite element software;
B. Calculating the stress interval that is
acting on the structure taking in consideration
the process parameters;
C. Choosing a convenient increment, we can
use the meth-od step by step covering the
whole interval;
D. The results (deformations)
organized in a data base;

Fig. 3. Finite element method

will

be

E. During the dynamic process we will use
the variation of only one parameter, willing to
accelerate the electronic calculus, that
parameter being in the case of a turning
machine the cutting force, controlled by the
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system of adaptive force control device of the
machine;
F. In order to speed up the process, it will
use not the function of force that is resulting
from the device like output but the first or
better the second derivate the controlled
function that offers us a predictability of the
evolution for the force, with evident gain in
time to control the parameters of the process;
G. The information that we own in this point
permit us to go now to the data base of
deformation and make an interpolation of the
values of forces we can approximate acceptably
the deformation;
H. Having deformation calculated, we can
order an almost instant reaction to the machine
that will compensate the deformation using new
developed sources of movement (engines) like
the magneto strictive engine with almost instant
reaction as main advantage.
Using this procedure, we can also improve
the structure it-self [4], [5].
If in the beginning the deformations of the
structure were as shown in figure 5.
5. CONCLUSION
After we are following all steps, we are
analyzing the results and then we must modify the
structure in order to react better we have obtained
the following results illustrated in figure 6.

Fig. 5. Translation and rotation between axes
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the results being very much influenced by the
inspiration of the engineer that has to extract
mathematic
information
from
the
manufacturing process particularity.
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Comparația ghidajelor mașinilor unelte: structurile sudate sau turnate
Rezumat: În această lucrare este studiată problema preciziei obiectului fabricat care este obiectivul
principal pentru toți inginerii. Astăzi nu se mai folosesc structuri masive cu deformații reduse. În
cercetarea noastră am dezvoltat noi tipuri de structuri cu deformări controlate, ușor de prezis
astfel cu anumite corectări să putem obține produsul "ideal". În lucrarea asta analizăm structurile
sudate și turnate determinând, astfel, avantajele și dezavantajele utilizării lor pentru ghidaje, în
proiectarea, producerea și exploatarea mașinilor de unelte.
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